A robust and reliable adhesive is fundamental to successful packaging. This core strength is also our core strength.

At Beardow Adams, we are seen as pioneers; developing advanced hot melt adhesives for the global packaging industry.

Our hot melt adhesives bond all types of packaging – from small, intricate cartons to heavy duty wraparound cases, working on all types of paper, board and plastics. We have consistently pushed the boundaries of adhesive technology, taking the performance of adhesives for packaging to a whole new level. A level fit for the future.
A challenge like no other. A solution like no-one else. The BAMFutura® range is ahead of it’s time, keeping you ahead of your competitors. A major innovation, its advantages include:

- Versatile performance - lower inventory costs
- High thermal stability - lower maintenance costs
- Cleaner running - lower downtime costs
- Superior adhesion to a wide range of materials
- Low temperature flexibility, high heat resistance
- No fumes, no smell, no tainting
- No char, no gel, no nozzle blockages
- Food contact approvals

The wheels of the packaging industry never stop; and neither do we.

In the healthcare sector, we fully understand the need for packaging that is critically secure and tamper-resistant, so our adhesives provide exceptional pack construction and sealing strength. They bond powerfully to coated surfaces and handle temperatures as low as -40°C.

Adaptable. Flexible. Possible.

When it comes to hot melts for packaging, versatility is a major benefit. With Beardow Adams, it’s all possible – here are examples of the surfaces that we can bond:

- Recycled board
- Grease resistant board
- Dense/compact fibre board
- Wax or PE coated board
- Metal to plastics or board
- Metallised polyester board
- Film laminated board

We supply hot melts for sift- and infestation-proof packaging of powders, detergents, cereals, foodstuffs, pet foods and other similar products.

Our high speed, hot melt packaging adhesives give excellent adhesion on a wide variety of surfaces, as well as creating strong bonds at high as well as freezer temperatures.

We produce highly versatile hot melt adhesives that have the broadest spectrum of ‘high and low’ temperature performance.

We develop adhesives for demanding applications where a very high heat resistance is needed for the finished product.

We develop adhesives for demanding applications where a very high heat resistance is needed for the finished product.
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